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Wednesday, March 8, 2017 

 

Trend In Key Asset Markets Look Healthy  

 
In recent months, there have been a number of interesting developments in global asset markets. In 
general it is all good news: the dollar is strengthening; gold is teetering; interest rates are rising; 
commodities are resilient; equities are rising; credit spreads are narrowing; and emerging markets 
are recovering.  
 
Not everything is rosy, however, but on balance the market's message is that global economic 
growth is expected to improve for the foreseeable future, while inflation is likely to remain 
relatively low and stable. 
 
I continue to believe that there is a lot of upside potential in the U.S. economy, and that the 
outlook for corporate profits is improving now that oil prices are no longer declining and confidence 
is on the rise.  
 
What has changed to make all this possible? The direction of policy: after years or moving in the 
wrong direction, regulatory burdens going forward are likely to decline, marginal tax rates are 
likely to decline, the U.S. tax code is likely to be simplified, and markets are likely to become freer 
and fairer. Trump may not do everything right, but as long as he fixes at least a few things, we will 
be better off in the future than we have been in the past. 
 
From my supply-side perspective, this means that the incentives to work, invest, and take risk are 
on the cusp of rising, and so, in coming years, we are likely to see more people looking for work, 
more jobs being created, stronger productivity gains, and expanding trade and prosperity globally.  
 
It is hard to say how much improvement there will actually be, but the important thing is that on 
the margin, things are likely to improve. That is what moves markets: the direction of change on 
the margin relative to expectations for change. 
 
Here are 20+ charts that tell the story: 

http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2016/11/closing-obama-gap.html
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The value of the dollar is arguably one of the most important financial variables, since it is 
effectively the price of admission to the world's biggest, wealthiest, and most influential economy. 
A rising dollar is thus a good sign that the world is more interested in gaining exposure to our 
economy, and that in turn means more investment and more growth—it's a virtuous cycle. The chart 
above is arguably the best measure of the dollar's value vis-a-vis other currencies, since it is 
calculated on a trade-weighted, inflation-adjusted basis. It was only a few years ago that the dollar 
was scraping the bottom of the barrel, trading at all-time lows. Back then, it was far from clear 
whether the U.S.A. would ever recover its former glory, or ever manage to grow by more than 2% a 
year. Today, in contrast, animal spirits are making a comeback. Hope is returning. 
 

 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4dGMGlbW2_U/WMBe4BuX5rI/AAAAAAAAWiE/wNTtIW9iv3Mc9sA5tRg9xwrAjCh7cJW4wCLcB/s1600/Real%2BBroad%2BDollar%2BIndex.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-4XsId-qhdsE/WMB-I1vLWOI/AAAAAAAAWjs/vYAvsHUfIxIvWobZ15FBQ51-Rya-b1qmACLcB/s1600/ADP%2Bv%2BBLS.jpg
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Today's ADP employment report, which far exceeded expectations, was at least a partial sign of a 
revival in animal spirits. But as the chart above shows, we have seen quite a few spikes like this in 
prior years, only to have them reverse in subsequent months. In other words, it is too early to be 
confident in a significant and lasting pickup in hiring. 
 

 
 
Nevertheless, since this report comes on the heels of a very strong jump in Small Business Optimism 
(chart above), it is reasonable to be optimistic. 
 
History tells us that the value of the dollar and the price of commodities tend to move in opposite 
directions (see chart above, which compares commodity prices to the inverse of the dollar's value). 
It's rare that commodity prices should be as strong as they are today given the dollar's impressive 
rise in recent years. I continue to believe that this signals that a stronger dollar is a harbinger of a 
stronger U.S. economy and a stronger global economy, and that is what is keeping commodity prices 
resilient. 
 

 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-PaB7y2H7ii8/WMB-84wHraI/AAAAAAAAWj0/qcdk2A-GcZojOWBu00u6YQwgu255KARIACLcB/s1600/Small%2Bbusiness%2Boptimism.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Xsrsxlyv_nw/WMBfGUAf4ZI/AAAAAAAAWiI/AXVDN_F0ATYzkgTSeFqwsrndsuhEWlQ6QCLcB/s1600/dollar%2Bvs%2Bcrb%2Bspot.jpg
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Credit Default Swap spreads, shown in the chart above, are a highly liquid market that is an 
excellent proxy for the market's outlook for corporate creditworthiness. Spreads today are as low as 
they have been for many years, but they are not yet at the rock-bottom lows we saw in the late 
1980s. The message is simple: the market is not very worried about creditworthiness, presumably 
because the outlook for the economy has improved and there are as yet no signs of deterioration. If 
there is anything to worry about, it is that spreads are relatively narrow, and that is a sign of 
optimism. And, when optimism is high, the market becomes vulnerable to anything that is not good 
news. 
 

 
 
Swap spreads, shown in the chart above, are a unique form of credit spread because they reflect 
both the health and the liquidity of the financial markets and they are often good leading indicators 
of the health of the economy. Swap spreads are the market's way of charging for generic risk when 
entering into large and complex financial transactions with major financial participants. That swap 
spreads both here and in the Eurozone are rising is therefore a reason to worry. I hasten to note, 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-2F18cmRMCn8/WMBffQxOdnI/AAAAAAAAWiM/hQNhXWmDkcwH7gt-gzTb2sVfkZ50zFzmgCLcB/s1600/CDS%2Bspreads.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-NJ6G5180F2Y/WMBfvP0TCsI/AAAAAAAAWiQ/tHC0PoG2vpcbPSh19rBAzs5ekVRgz9KCwCLcB/s1600/2-yr%2BSwap%2BSpreads.jpg
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however, that U.S. swaps spreads, currently about 30 bps, are still within a "normal" range, which 
would be 20-30 bps. The time to worry is when swap spreads exceed 50-60 bps.  
 
Unfortunately, Eurozone swap spreads are now in the worry zone. I think this probably reflects 
rising concerns in Europe that the French government may decide to exit the EU (i.e., "Frexit"), and 
if they do, this could pose significant systemic risk for Eurozone financial markets. I note in that 
regard that 5-yr CDS spreads on French government bonds have spiked to 60-70 bps in recent 
months, while German government CDS spreads remain relatively benign. In short, markets are 
worried that the French could do something "stupid" that might in turn lead to defaulting on its 
obligations. This bears watching, but it is not yet a reason to panic. The world started to panic over 
Brexit, but since then it has proven to be more a development that is more salutary than 
concerning. 
 
 
The next chart compares swap spreads with the spread on high yield corporate debt. Here we see 
an anomaly: swap spreads are rising while HY spreads are declining. This could be one of those 
times when swap spreads are the leading indicator for where the rest of credit spreads are headed.  
 
For the time being, however, I am more persuaded by the fact that swap spreads are still pretty 
normal at current levels, so their recent rise is more in the nature of a return to normalcy than it is 
to the beginnings of deterioration. If they continue to rise in a meaningful fashion, then I will start 
to worry that other credit spreads might rise, and the outlook for the economy would therefore 
deteriorate. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-h5ZDs2t1miQ/WMBf7OjO-WI/AAAAAAAAWiU/pv7ViyIOVcIQ21TJ31E3yqc8E4mbATy_wCLcB/s1600/HY%2Bvs%2B2-yr%2Bswaps.jpg
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In the two charts above, we see that Commercial and Industrial Loan growth has slowed down 
significantly in the past four months, after growing at heady, double-digit rates for years. Is this a 
cause for concern, or is it simply a return to more normal conditions? A slowdown in loan growth is 
symptomatic of an increase in the demand for money (because wanting money is the opposite of 
borrowing money). As such, this may well be a healthy development; banks are not lending willy-
nilly, and neither are companies borrowing with abandon. It is also important to remember that 
lending activity does not necessarily drive economic growth; lending can facilitate growth, but it 
cannot create growth out of thin air. Confidence and investment are the keys to growth, and a 
slowdown in lending activity could be simply a sign of returning confidence. Meanwhile, we know 
that there is no shortage of money in the system. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-4POBBin1PKM/WMBgRo7OGxI/AAAAAAAAWiY/lLtiSR8qHmkeHdIJaGvLDxIl_rFItFnnACLcB/s1600/C%2526I%2BLoans%2B99-.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-pT7QESJuJXE/WMBgaUpEvDI/AAAAAAAAWic/fB3osEaqyGMv92h3PEErDj0vv2zf_hZ5ACLcB/s1600/C%2526I%2BLoan%2Bgrowth.jpg
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The two charts above suggest that bank lending is on solid ground, at least for now. Delinquency 
rates for both C&I Loans and all bank loans and leases are historically low. To be sure, delinquency 
rates are more of a coincident than a leading indicator, since companies typically have problems 
paying off their debts when the economy is deteriorating or very weak. In other words, recessions 
are not caused by loan defaults; loan defaults are the result of recessions. In any event, these 
charts tip the scales in favor of rational lending and borrowing behavior. 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-SbVy_hm6htE/WMBgnM4RphI/AAAAAAAAWig/vKZXce1RUYEWE3WdzZV68DJFd-ZUOJ7DwCLcB/s1600/C%2526I%2BLoans%2BDelinq%2BRate.jpg
https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-TMgXBJHWlPA/WMBguxGj8tI/AAAAAAAAWik/h32I6bfFDyIH7OC6Bltc05HBZpjmCZlXQCLcB/s1600/All%2Bloans%2Bleases%2Bdelinq%2Brate.jpg
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The chart above has fascinated me for years, since it shows that the prices of TIPS and gold have 
been highly correlated (the blue line is the inverse of the real yield on TIPS, which is a good proxy 
for their price). Both of these disparate assets are moving together: how to explain?  
 
My best guess is that they share one key attribute, which is "safety." Gold is a classic refuge from 
uncertainty, and TIPS are not only default-free but government-guaranteed to protect against 
inflation. That both appear to be declining on the margin suggests that financial markets are 
becoming somewhat less risk-averse, presumably because the outlook for growth is improving.  
 
If the economy becomes healthier, there is less reason for the Fed to take outsize risks, and thus 
there is less risk of inflation and less risk of a debasement of the dollar. I would like to see both 
assets continue to decline in price. 
 
 

<continued> 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-iobpSR6G1Ps/WMBhGCiERbI/AAAAAAAAWio/NHt1fETvg04hQ3la6g8TqplgP6ZWBWoiACLcB/s1600/Gold%2Bvs%2Breal%2Byields.jpg
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The chart below compares the real and nominal yield on 10-yr Treasuries, with the spread between 
the two being the equivalent of the market's expected annual rate of inflation over the next 10 
years. Inflation expectations have been "anchored" around 2% for several months now, even as 
yields have reached new highs for the year. This, in turn, suggests that it is real rates that are 
driving all rates higher, which implies that rates are rising because the market's growth 
expectations are rising (real rates typically rise as economic growth picks up). The rise in real rates 
is still quite modest, however, but it is encouraging and I would expect to see more of the same in 
the months to come.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-xoUj7Fzkm6M/WMBhmsusJ1I/AAAAAAAAWiw/ccOaVvUCr0gmpK-uZqVte20FBRUj5Qr2wCLcB/s1600/Nominal%2Bvs%2BReal%2BYields.jpg
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One reason the dollar is stronger these days is that other currencies have become less attractive 
(see charts above).  
 
Both the Euro and Sterling are now trading "cheap" relative to my estimate of their Purchasing 
Power Parity vis-a-vis the Dollar. The dollar is not worth more because the Fed has created a 
shortage of dollars (which would be deflationary); it is worth more because other currencies are 
worth less. For that reason, I doubt that the dollar's strength is a harbinger of rising deflation risk.  
 
It is one more sign that the U.S. economy is attracting the world's capital, and that capital can, in 
turn, fuel more investment and growth in the years to come. 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-0GFRP4-0850/WMBiYhfpPFI/AAAAAAAAWi0/6ksLtUmX78oiqdRZtakyoUffM0WCJiMewCLcB/s1600/Euro%2Bvs%2BPPP.jpg
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-wTDF9DBVayU/WMBinZ17jXI/AAAAAAAAWi4/_VVLBfZ2_2EqfSlkBPLjTo9wdWhQ25iNACLcB/s1600/Pound%2Bvs%2BPPP.jpg
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The chart below shows that a rising dollar can often be a precursor of rising productivity, and vice 
versa. I think that puts meat on my argument above: if today's stronger dollar is the result of 
investment inflows, that in turn suggests that we will see rising productivity—and rising prosperity—
in the years to come. Very good news. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-Ur0CXcbX9YA/WMBi50EenKI/AAAAAAAAWi8/uHBSR5Xuxd0kH0ZE4lr-wA-MjAwX2CBJgCLcB/s1600/Dollar%2Bleads%2Bproductivity.jpg
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Peter Navarro, Trump's trade guru, needs to look at these next two charts before he leads the 
U.S.A. into a trade war with China.  
 
Contrary to what he thinks (and he is most assuredly wrong on almost everything he says), China has 
not been keeping its currency artificially weak. 
 
As the first chart below shows, the Chinese central bank was a huge buyer of foreign currency from 
1995 through 2014 (accumulating some $4 trillion in forex reserves in the process), yet the yuan was 
continually appreciating over that same period. If they hadn't bought all that incoming foreign 
capital, the yuan would have appreciated much more than it did.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 

http://cafehayek.com/2017/03/navarro-vs-griswold.html
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-890hp3WHQQ0/WMBjSILcRII/AAAAAAAAWjA/a3nG0lk_3nwAloqBxoHMCqTfAAZ80F4LwCLcB/s1600/Yuan%2Bvs%2Breserves.jpg
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As the second chart below shows, the Chinese yuan has actually appreciated strongly against the 
currencies of its trading partners on an inflation-adjusted basis.  
 

 
 
 
Things have changed a lot in recent years, however. The Chinese central bank has sold $1 trillion of 
its forex reserves, yet the currency has depreciated. They been trying to prop up the yuan (by 
selling assets), but the yuan has nevertheless declined. The fact that their forex reserves have been 
relatively stable for the past several months suggests that the yuan may have found a new 
equilibrium. In any event, the yuan is still plenty strong, and even though the economy is only 
growing 6-7% these days (instead of 10%) it is still relatively impressive when you consider the 
meager growth of the world's developed economies. 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ctG9CBmDrOM/WMBjpMlwRdI/AAAAAAAAWjE/6QrF_DQFblQm4N1FGxoDcns3UL476ItkACLcB/s1600/Real%2BYuan.jpg
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The two charts above tell a simple story: the outlook for the U.S. economy is brighter than the 
outlook for the Eurozone or the Japanese economy in recent years. U.S. stocks are at new highs, 
but the same cannot be said for most other countries. 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-w1rmMNJZlgE/WMBkrwLwwkI/AAAAAAAAWjM/4kNe7n7AUZUjGG1BrYs9WtpiP03PYL1ggCLcB/s1600/SP500%2Bvs%2BStoxx.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-LYIbeH-YWdA/WMBllSPQEBI/AAAAAAAAWjQ/eJXaDVIlO4YSS7rbSKbHR8a0MPZ91rs2gCLcB/s1600/NKY%2Bvs%2Byen.jpg
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Finally, a quick look at my favorite Latin American economy, Argentina. These charts are very 
encouraging, since they show that by liberalizing its currency market and respecting its debts, 
Argentina has regained a good portion of the world's confidence that it had previously lost. 
 

 
 

 
 
Since abandoning its peso peg in December 2015, the peso on the open market has declined only 
marginally, even though inflation continues to hover in the 25-30% range. More importantly, the 
central bank has rebuilt Argentina's foreign exchange reserves dramatically over the past year. This 
further suggests that we ought to see declining inflation—finally—in Argentina in the years to come.  
 
Why? Because the relatively stable peso and the huge surge in Argentina's forex reserves are 
symptomatic of a big increase in the demand for pesos. So, even though currency in circulation has 
expanded by almost 30% in the past year, it is safe to say that the demand for those pesos has also 
increased significantly. That means that rapid money growth will not be so inflationary going 
forward as it has been in the past.  
 

BW: See ABOUT THE AUTHOR on the next page. 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-z-Z5qA-oSrA/WMBmYJxXijI/AAAAAAAAWjU/zoUfeHP-LBAMC-9g1sTk0ST94TezdmN3ACLcB/s1600/Official%2Bvs%2BBlue%2BRate.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-oz5gNissUDQ/WMBmpiPZc-I/AAAAAAAAWjY/n1hEaJye23EWwCXToBiEOY1zjqOvqkTZACLcB/s1600/Argentina%2Bfx%2Breserves.jpg
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